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UPS Shipping Interface
If your business ships products via UPS, we have the
perfect partner for your Dynamics SL and UPS
Worldship shipping system™.

Distribution with Dynamics SL

FEATURES and BENEFITS
Save money on return shipping because
your UPS WorldShip® still had the old
customer address – use the UPS Interface to
get the correct address on your shipping
label.
Save time looking up tracking numbers for
UPS shipments and use the UPS Interface
to save them in Dynamics SL.
Speed up shipping by setting up bar code
scanning in your warehouse to process
shipping paperwork.
Improve order tracking by displaying both the
SL order and shipping numbers on the
shipping label.

Process Dynamics SL shippers directly from
your UPS WorldShip shipping station and save
customer service time.
Employ multiple UPS Shipping stations
throughout the company and link them into your
central Dynamics SL database.
Measure the shipping productivity for each
warehouse shipping station.
Capture actual shipping cost, box and weight
information for every UPS shipment.
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Distribution with Dynamics SL

Seamlessly
flow the
UPS
tracking
number,
shipping
cost and
weight into
SL from
UPS
Worldship.

Did the customer’s
new address make
it into your
shipping system?
Use the UPS
Interface to get the
address right and
avoid a return
shipment back to
your warehouse.

The UPS Shipping Interface empowers customer service by automatically capturing
weight, freight cost, and tracking number information for tracking shipments. Use it to
expand Dynamics SL’s reach into the warehouse and make the shipping department part
of your integrated enterprise.
UPS WorldShip is a registered trademark of United Parcel Service of America, Inc.
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